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Un générateur de polygones convexes aléatoires dans un
disque
Résumé : Nous proposons un algorithme qui génère un polygone aléatoire défini par
l’enveloppe convexe de n points aléatoires indṕendants et uniformément distribués dans le disque,
sans avoir à générer explicitement tous les points.
Mots-clés : Enveloppe convexe, polygone aléatoire, générateur
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1 Introduction
Let D be a disc in R2 with radius R centered at o, and (x1, . . . , xn) a sample of n points
uniformly and independently distributed in D. Let’s define the polygon Pn as the convex hull of
(x1, . . . , xn), and f0(Pn) its number of vertices. This kind of polygon has been well studied, and
using [Bá92, Rei10] one can easily see that











3 ≈ 3.383228964 and Γ denotes the usual Gamma function.
To generate such a polygon, one can explicitly generate n points uniformly in D and compute the
convex hull. For a very large number of points, it could be interesting to generate fewer points
to get the same polygon, for example to evaluate the constant that are not explicitly known for
the asymptotic distribution of the perimeter, or other parameters such has the higher moments
of the extremal points.
In this note, we propose an algorithm that generates far fewer points at random in order to get
Pn, so that the time and the memory needed is reduced for n large.
2 Algorithm
We start with random polygon Pi in D where i is very small, and we increase the number of
points until we get Pn .
The idea is that given the convex hull of small number of points, the number of points generated
in D that are deeply inside (and so won’t change the convex hull) is a random variable that we
can easily simulate, so that we need to generate only the small number of points that are close
to the convex hull.
The outline of the algorithm is the following :
• Generate a small number of points in D and compute its convex hull;
• Compute the radius of the largest disc centered at o inscribed in the convex hull;
• Choose a number of points to simulate at this step;
• Simulate the number of points that fall in this inscribed disc at this step;
• Generate the rest of the random points in the annulus defined by these two discs and
update the convex hull.
• continue this process until the sum of the simulated and generated points is equal to n.
To simplify the notations, we assume D to have radius 1.
Notations
• n is the total number of points simulated and mi is the total number of points from step
1 to step i;
• ki is the number of generated points at step i, and k =
∑
i ki is the total number of gen-
erated points;
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Figure 1: At step i, we simulate the number of points that falls in Di and we generate points
uniformly in the yellow annulus
• hi is size of the convex hull at step i, and h is the size of the final convex hull.
• pi is the probability to fall in the annulus at step i.
Initialization First, we have to generate a random polytope Pi with a small number of points
in D such that o is inside the random polytope. This is not too much to ask, as (see [AS08])
P(o 6∈ Pi) = 2
−(i−1)i (2)
We initialize the random polygon by generating 100 points in the disc. As the probability that
o 6∈ P100 is lower than 1.6× 10
−28, it’s very unlikely that this is not enough. Otherwise, we add
another sample of 100 points, until 0 ∈ P100.j for some j.
Simulation of Points At the beginning of each step i of the loop,we are given a polygon Pmi ,
which is the convex hull of mi points. Let si the number of new points simulated at step i. We
choose si = mi if mi < n log
−2 n, and si = n log
−2 n otherwise. Let Di be the largest inscribed
disc in Pmi centered in o, and ri its radius.
Using a simulation of a binomial variable of parameter si and 1−r
2
i , we can evaluate the number
of points that falls in D \ Di. As the points in Di won’t change the convex hull, we don’t need
to generate them. Then, we generate the rest of the points uniformly in the annulus D \Di, and
we update the convex hull using a Graham scan.
Generation of random points To generate random points in an annulus with radii ri and
1, one need to generate the polar angles uniformly in [−π, π) and the squared radii uniformly in
[r2i , 1).
As we want to perform a Graham scan in linear time, the points have to be sorted by their polar
angles. This can be done in expected linear time and size, using a bucket sort, as the angles are
uniformly chosen, see [CSRL01, 8.4].
Inria
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Full algorithm
Data: integer n
Result: Convex hull of n uniformly chosen points in the disc D
Simulated_Points ← 0 ;
do
Generate min(100,n− Simulated_Points) points in the disc of radius 1;
Simulated_Points ← Simulated_Points+min(100,n− Simulated_Points) ;
while o is not in the convex hull and Simulated_Points < n ;
while Simulated_Points< n do
Compute inscribed_radius;
p← inscribed_radius2;
if Simulated_Points < n log−2 n then
k ← Simulated_Points;
else
k ← min(⌊n log−2 n⌋,n− Simulated_points);
end
X ← Simulation of Binomial variable with parameters k, 1− p;
Generate X points uniformly and sorted in the annulus of radii inscribed_radius, 1;
Simulated_Points ← Simulated_Points + k ;
Merge the list of the convex hull and the new points;
Update the convex hull with a Graham scan on the list;
end
return Convex hull
Algorithm 1: Algorithm of the Generator of Random Polygon in a disc
3 Complexity
Clearly the size complexity is maxi(hi + ki) and the time complexity is
∑
i(hi + ki) since the
Graham scan and the points generation are linear in the number of points [Gra72].
For the initialization, as the probability that 0 6∈ Pn decreases exponentially, it is very unlikely
that more than one loop is necessary. Let’s call p the minimal number of points such that o ∈ Pp.






















j2−(j−1) = 3 + 2 = 5. (3)
Thus, the expected size and time complexity of the initialization is O(1).
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For i big enough, we have [Bár89]:








where dH , the Hausdorff distance, is the maximal distance between a point in Pi and the boundary
of D.
Recall that Di is the annulus with radii ri = 1− dH(Pmi ,D) and 1 and let pi be the probability
that a random point in D falls in Di Using (4), there exist a constant c0 > 0 such that, for i
large E(pi) = 1− r
2












At each step i ≤ iτ , ki is a binomial variable with parameter pi and mi <
n
log2 n
. Thus, for i
large enough,




















As we choose mi+1 = 2mi, iτ is bounded by log2(n).
For i > iτ , ki is a binomial variable with parameter pi and
n
log2 n




, we get Eki = O(n
1
















































3 log2 n) = O(n
1
3 log2 n) (6)
At each step i, the expected size of the convex hull is O(m
1
3
i ) = O(n
1
3 ), and Eki = O(n
1
3 ). Thus,
the expected size complexity is O(n
1
3 ).
As our points are sorted according to their polar angle, computing the convex hull with a Graham
scan is done in linear time (O(n
1
3 log2 n)), the generation of the k points and the computation
of the largest annulus as well (O(n
1




This algorithm has been implemented in C++, and will be submitted for integration in the
CGAL library.
As expected, the distribution of Ef0(Pn) is asymptotically the same as the theoretical one, see
equation (1), with the same constant :
This estimation has been done one 1000 experiments for each value of log10 n.
Inria
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Figure 2: Average size of Pn divided by n
1
3
Complexities To evaluate the size complexity, we just compute the largest list of points used
in the loop, see Figure 3. The time complexity can be evaluated by estimating the total number
of points generated, see Figure 4.






Figure 3: Average maximal size divided by n
1
3










As a first application, we can estimate the distribution of the smallest and the largest edge of a
random polytope, see Figure 5 and Figure 6. The average have been done on 100 experiments
for each value of log10 n. The expected minimal edge seems to be O(n
−
1
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Figure 5: Average length of the minimal edge
















Figure 6: Average length of the maximal edge
5 Conclusion
We propose an algorithm that generates random polygons given by the convex hull of random
points, without generating all the points. There is no theoretical obstacle to generalize to higher
dimension. The theoretical results used for the evaluation of the complexity are known in arbi-
trary dimension [Bár89, Rei10], so the analysis can be done as well.
We can reduce the expected time complexity by a logarithmic factor if we allow to increase the
expected size complexity by a logarithmic factor. Instead of bounding the simulated points at
step i by n
log2 n
when mi becomes bigger than
n
log2 n
















3 n). On the other hand, the expected time


































This work was initiated during the 2013 Presage Workshop on computational geometry and
probability in Valberg. The authors wish to thank all the participants for creating a pleasant
and stimulating atmosphere and Pierre Calka for discussions about potential use of the generator.
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